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The Common
Pollutant Family
5 Common pollutants that could be excluded on liability policies

Mold
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They can be odorless or stinky,
Often invisible and spread swiftly,
They’re altogether icky,
The common pollutant family.

Bacteria

The perfect conditions are around ‘em,
When people start to see ‘em,
They don’t realize their GL insurance
could exclude ‘em,
The common pollutant family.
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on page 2

on page 2

Lead
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page 3

How to Properly
Insure Them

Asbestos

more on page 3

So learn more why they're excluded on,
What agents need to know on,
We’re gonna play a call on,
The common pollutant family.
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read all about it on page 4

Other Environmental Prospects We Can Help With!
• General Construction Firms
• Fire & Water Restoration Contractors
• Mold/Asbestos/Lead Contractors
• Asphalt and Paving Contractors
• Environmental Contractors
• Waste Water Treatment Plants

• Landfills
• Farms
• Municipalities
• School Districts
• Plumbers, Roofers, & Artisan Contractors

• Hotels, Condo & Apartment Building
Owners or Managers
• Property Transfers Including Purchase &
Sales, Mergers & Aquisitions
• Roustabouts, Freshwater Haulers, &
Fracking Support Contractors
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Mold

Mold
Mold tops as the number one source of claims on currently placed
environmental site pollution policies for commercial properties.
People are affected by mold exposure in different ways, from none
at all to more severe reactions such as severe infections in their lungs
and chronic asthma. Mold is naturally occurring in our environment
because of its spores, but it needs a food source, water, and heat to
colonize and grow.

Depending on the amount of organic matter found in the structure,
mold can start colonizing within 72 hours and spread rapidly after
water exposure. Drywall is an excellent food source for mold as it is
easy for the spores to digest. With the right amount of food, water, and heat, a commercial property
can become a petri dish very fast if relative humidity is not under 40%.
Many of today’s liability and property policies exclude coverage for fungi and mold or impose a
significant sublimit for claims involving fungi or mold. A common endorsement on Commercial General
Liability policies is the Fungi or Bacteria exclusion, which precludes coverage bodily injury and
property damage and even removes the carrier’s responsibility to provide defense.
To learn more about mold exposure, visit http://armr.net/hurricane-hurricane-fires-oh

Bacteria

Bacteria

The recent outbreak of Legionnaires' disease in New York City in
August 2015 is a good case in point on the wide-ranging effects
of pollution exclusions. There are at least 12 fatalities associated
with this outbreak. Legionaries' disease is caused by bacteria
usually found in warm water. When the water becomes aerosolized
and is breathed in by humans, the bacteria create pneumonia-like
symptoms that are sometimes fatal. Losses associated with bacteria
are specifically excluded by the Fungi or Bacteria exclusion found
in many general liability and property insurance policies today. The
Fungi or Bacteria exclusion endorsement commonly found in general
liability policies today even eliminates the insurance company’s
obligation to defend the insured if a speck of any amount or type of bacteria is related to the loss
"in any sequence" in the loss event.
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Find more info on the far-reaching effects of Fungi or Bacteria exclusions here:
http://armr.net/what-every-adjuster-should-know-about-fungibacteria-exclusions-2
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Lead

Lead
Most of us probably don’t need much convincing on the dangers
of lead. However, just as a refresher: “Exposure to high levels
of lead can cause damage to the brain, red blood cells, and
kidneys. Exposure to even low levels of lead can cause low IQ,
hearing impairment, reduced attention span, and poor classroom
performance.” This comes from a reference guide released by the
EPA relating to drinking water safety in schools and daycare facilities
(https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P10058C5.txt).
In another source, it’s reported that “There are approximately 98,000
public schools and 500,000 child care facilities not regulated under

the SDWA [Safe Drinking Water Act]. These unregulated schools and child care facilities may or may
not be conducting voluntary drinking water quality testing. There is no federal law requiring testing of
drinking water in schools and childcare facilities, except for those that have and/or operate their own
public water system and therefore are subject to comply with the SDWA.” (https://www.epa.gov/
dwreginfo/lead-drinking-water-schools-and-childcare-facilities)
Common case law supports lead as a “pollutant” because it is considered a contaminant. The word
“contaminant” is present in most pollution exclusions in standard liability and property policies. This
makes it relatively easy for carriers to pull the trigger on a pollution exclusion for a loss involving lead,
resulting in no insurance funds for the loss. The procurement of an environmental impairment liability
policy can help with insuring for this exposure. However, be very careful as environmental policies do
vary a great deal, notably in their treatment of lead. The use of an environmental insurance wholesale
broker is highly encouraged when working with these complicated coverage lines and risks.
Learn more at: http://armr.net/PERM

Asbestos

Asbestos
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The use of asbestos containing building materials ended in 1978.
If there is a commercial property or home that was built prior to
1978, the environmental loss exposure for asbestos is exceptionally
high. Commercial property owners and managers as well as
contractors working on homes and properties built before 1978
have significant asbestos exposure. When the asbestos fibers are
aggravated, they become airborne, which is when they are inhaled
by humans. The inhalation of asbestos fibers can cause many
health hazards; it can be as severe as mesothelioma cancer.

Even though a contactor were to test for asbestos containing materials in one area of a structure and
not find evidence of it, it is very possible asbestos is present in other parts of the building. When the
remodeling or restoration occurs, they could aggravate those fibers and blow them throughout a home
resulting in an asbestos remediation and possible bodily injury to the occupants.
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This type of loss would most likely trigger the pollution exclusion on many commercial general liability
policies sold to contractors, because asbestos is considered an “irritant” through case law in many
states. A majority of pollution exclusions include the word “irritant”, so carriers can pull the trigger on
pollution exclusions for a loss involving asbestos, resulting in no insurance funds for the loss. There are
environmental insurance policies designed to fill the coverage gaps created by pollution exclusions for
both commercial property owners/managers and contractors.
Learn more about environmental insurance for trade contractors here:
http://armr.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Trade-Contractor-ARMR-Claims-Examples.pdf

How to Properly Insure Them

How to Properly
Insure Them
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The bottom line is that insurance agents and brokers simply do
not understand pollution exclusions and therefore routinely do
not recommend environmental insurance to their customer base.
It should be noted that, for the past 30 years, it has been nearly
impossible for insurance agents and brokers to access training
venues on environmental risks and insurance. There would be fewer
fundamental insurance coverage defects for environmental risks if
insurance agents and brokers operated under the assumption that
pollution exclusions usually apply to contamination loss events and
advised their customers accordingly.

Another reason that so many insurance buyers are not adequately insured for pollution losses is the
inherent complexity in environmental insurance policies. Even when insurance agents and brokers
do attempt to fill the coverage gaps created by pollution/fungus/mold/bacteria/lead/asbestos/
silica exclusions with environmental insurance, fundamental coverage flaws are very common. This is
especially true when an environmental insurance policy that was originally designed for outdoor use
is sold to a customer that needs coverage for indoor environmental loss exposures, such as mold and
bacteria.
The good news is that here at ARMR our brokers are continually learning and adapting to the everchanging market for environmental insurance risks. We can offer environmental insurance solutions
for virtually any type of risk and take the stress out of working with environmental insurance for retail
agents. Give us a call today.
Learn more about pollution exclusions here:
http://armr.net/a-users-guide-to-pollution-exclusions-and-environmental-insurance
Sources:
https://www.cdc.gov/mold/dampness_facts.htm
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P10058C5.txt
https://www.epa.gov/dwreginfo/lead-drinking-water-schools-and-childcare-facilities
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American Risk Management Resources Network, LLC is a wholesale brokerage firm that can help with many different
environmental insurance placements. There are hidden opportunities in many classes of business!
Other Environmental Prospects We Can Help With!
• General Construction Firms
• Fire & Water Restoration Contractors
• Mold/Asbestos/Lead Contractors
• Asphalt and Paving Contractors
• Environmental Contractors
• Waste Water Treatment Plants

• Landfills
• Farms
• Municipalities
• School Districts
• Plumbers, Roofers, and Artisan Contractors

• Hotels, Condo & Apartment Building
Owners or Managers
• Property Transfers Including Purchase &
Sales, Mergers & Aquisitions
• Roustabouts, Freshwater Haulers, &
Fracking Support Contractors
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